Modified drop weight impact tests were performed on SiO 2 /ethylene glycol concentrated suspensions. Counterintuitive impact-induced solidlike behavior and elasticity, causing significant deceleration and rebound of the impactor, were observed.
I. INTRODUCTION
Concentrated particulate suspensions consisting of liquids and particles with nanometer or micrometer diameter have been extensively studied because of their interesting rheological behaviors [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] . Although these suspensions are initially fluid, some can exhibit behaviors more akin to solids under an external load. For example, when a shear stress is applied to these suspensions, shear thickening (an increase in the viscosity with an applied shear rate or stress) can be observed above a critical shear rate or stress [2] . In some extreme cases, after applying shear stress, part of the energy can be stored in the suspensions, causing a reverse rotation of the plate used for the rheological measurements, indicating the elasticity of the suspensions [3] .
Some concentrated suspensions can also exhibit solidlike behavior under normal stress. One intriguing example is that a person can run on a concentrated cornstarch/water suspension as if it were a solid surface. There are also other observations of solidlike behavior in concentrated suspensions under dynamic tensile and compressive loads. Concentrated poly(methyl methacrylate) spheres/octadecene suspensions have been shown to fracture like solids, and the suspension filament elastically recoils under extension when it breaks [4] . Focused force transmission has been observed when a concentrated cornstarch/water suspension was impacted by a solid sphere [5] , and the impact of a projectile can create cracks in concentrated cornstarch/water suspensions, like brittle solid materials [6] .
The mechanisms of this counterintuitive stress-induced solidlike behavior in concentrated suspensions are still not fully understood. For shear thickening, several models, including order-disorder transition, hydroclusters, or dilatancy and jamming, have been proposed [2, 4, [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] . These models have been successfully applied to some suspensions, but a general microscopic model is still lacking [13, 14] . To explain the impact-induced solidlike behavior in cornstarch/water suspensions, a snowplow model with unlimited growth of a solid region under impact was proposed [15] .
However, concentrated cornstarch/water suspensions frequently exhibit shear thickening behavior, and the potential involvement of shear thickening in the underlying mechanisms of the impact-induced solidlike behavior in shear thickening suspensions remains an important, unresolved area of inquiry. Furthermore, the snowplow model attributes the large deceleration force to the viscous force of the growing solid front, but the microscopic mechanisms of the viscous force are not explained.
In addition to its fundamental scientific importance, understanding stress-induced solidlike behavior is indispensable for some important applications of concentrated suspensions, such as designing new lightweight body armor and energy absorbent devices [16, 17] . Studies have shown that shear thickening fluids can enhance the energy absorption of polymeric fabrics, and this phenomenon has been exploited to improve the ballistic impact or stab resistance of fabrics, or attenuate the impact force transmitted through the suspensions [16] [17] [18] . Again, the microscopic level mechanisms for energy dissipation and force attenuation are not clear.
In this work, to understand the stress-induced solidlike behavior in concentrated suspensions, modified drop weight impact tests were performed on dense silica/ ethylene glycol (EG) suspensions. A similar impact study has been performed on cornstarch/water suspensions by Waitukaitis and Jaeger, as mentioned earlier [15] . In addition to using different equipment and suspensions, our study differs from their work in the following aspects: First, in Waitukaitis and Jaeger's study, the authors focused their analysis on the observed large deceleration force on the impactor. In this study, we attempt to examine the relationship between the impact induced solidlike behavior and the shear thickening behavior of the dense suspensions by closely analyzing the correlations among the experimental data of the force, velocity and displacement. In so doing, we provide strong evidence that the impact-induced solidlike behavior and shear thickening are correlated. Second, we intentionally performed the impact tests on dense suspensions with a small sample size. In this way we were able to induce stronger solidlike behavior and to analyze the governing force for the observed solidlike behavior. Evidence suggests that the observed large impact force and significant energy dissipation, which are associated with the stress-induced solidlike behavior, appear to originate from the interparticle hydrodynamic lubrication force. Furthermore, elasticity, which is manifested by a significant rebound of the impactor, was observed in the suspensions exhibiting a strong impact-induced solidlike behavior. It is proposed that the stress induced elasticity may arise from a repulsive force from the solvation layer on the surface of the particles. The mechanisms of the impact-induced solidlike behavior are also discussed, which may shed light on a general model for the interpretation of stress-induced solid-like behavior in concentrated suspensions. of the rheometry protocol are given in ref. [19] . Instrumented drop weight impact tests are often performed on composite materials to study the low velocity impact response of the materials, and hemispherical impactors are frequently used in those studies [20] .
II. METHODS

Silica
In our study, a circular plate impactor was used to study the solidlike behavior of the concentrated suspensions under impact. The impact tests of the suspensions were performed on a Ceast 9350 Drop Weight Impact Testing System. The suspensions were contained in a transparent polypropylene plastic cup (diameter of 3.5 in, wall thickness of ∼1.6 mm) and were impacted using a custom-made titanium flat surface impactor (diameter 2. (load cell) used in our study are as follows: the maximum capacity is 10 kN; the linearity and the repeatability of the data are < ±0.25% and < 0.25% of reading over a range of 1% to 100% of load cell static rating, respectively; the zero balance (the signal of the load cell in the no load condition) is < ±10% of rated output up to 100 N and < ±5% of rated output for 500 N and above. These specifications indicate that the zero-balance value cannot be considered an absolute value for loads below 500N, since it may be in error by as much as ± 100N, but that the force values relative to the set zero value will be repeatable to < ±0.25%. Due to the capability of the load cell, the data may deviate significantly from their absolute values in the small force range (<500N), but their relative changes should be accurate. Therefore, for small forces measured in this study, especially the data from the suspensions of lower concentrations, they are deemed relative values, but not absolute ones. The impact test was first performed on a suspension with 65.5 wt % (54.0 vol %) SiO 2 . According to Fig. 1(a) , the suspension exhibits a weak shear thickening, which can also be felt when stirred by hand. Movie 1 in the Supplemental Material shows the behavior of the suspension under an initial impact speed of 1.07 m s -1 [21] . As shown in the movie, the entry of the impactor into the suspension causes a large splash of fluid, a phenomenon that is often seen in regular fluids [22, 23] . The time dependence of the deceleration force on the impactor, deformation (or displacement), and velocity of the impactor during the impact test was presented in Fig. 2 . From the deceleration force vs. time curves of the impact tests under various initial impact speeds, which were summarized in in Fig. 3 (a), we can see two force peaks on each curve. The second peaks on these curves have a much higher magnitude and occupy a broader time range than the first peaks, leading to much more significant deceleration of the impactor (and also energy dissipation), as shown in Fig. 2 . The first force peak, according to prior studies on impact tests with regular fluids, is related to the momentum transfer from the impactor to the fluid [22, 23] , causing the splashing seen in the impact test video (supplementary material, movie 1). The first peak appears in impact studies on normal fluids and is not specific to our study, but the second peak is unusual in normal fluids. Similar second peaks have been attributed to solidification in ref. [15] . Our results indicate that the 65.5 wt % suspension was originally fluid after the impact was initiated, and transformed into a solidlike state in the final stage of the impact, resulting in the significant deceleration of the impactor. In addition to shear flow, viscous materials are often tested by squeezing flow.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
This test is performed by squeezing materials between two parallel plates under controlled conditions, such as controlled volume, area or speed [24] [25] [26] . Our impact test of the suspensions was similar to the so-called imperfect squeezing flow test as a result of using a flat surface plate and a container with a flat bottom; but is unlike the normal squeezing test because the impact test is a dynamic test in which the speed of the impactor varies continuously with time [26] . Considering that all the tests were carried out on a similar time scale, the results obtained by varying impact speeds should still be comparable. The normal force F under constant area squeezing flow with perfect slip between the plates and the viscous fluid can be expressed as [24, 25] :
where μ is the shear viscosity, γ & is the shear rate in the shear flow, ( )
A 0 is the area of the impactor. The squeezing strain rate ( )
where ( ) v t is the speed of the impactor, ( ) ( ) 
is the time for the second force peak) at different impact speeds were plotted, as shown in Fig. 3(b) .
(1)], the plots in Fig. 3(b) reflect the relationship between μ and ( ) x t & of the suspensions. As shown in Fig. 3(b) , at a low strain rate, there is a peak due to the first peak in Fig. 3(a) . At a higher strain rate, a second increase in
becomes almost constant, a behavior similar to that of a suspension under shear flow [2] . A key observation is that, although the curves in Fig. 3 As seen in supplemental movie 2, unlike the 65.5 wt % suspension, almost no flow of the 69 wt % suspension can be observed during the impact test [21] .
Furthermore, a significant rebound of the impactor was observed, suggesting the suspension exhibits significant elasticity under impact, an indication of impact induced solidlike behavior. Accordingly, in Fig. 4 (a), less than 3 ms after the impact process was initiated, negative speed and reduction of displacement were observed, indicating the rebound of the impactor. The peak displacement was less than one tenth of the height of the suspension for both tests, which was close to the ratio of the average interparticle distance to the average distance between the centers of two particles in the suspension. The interparticle distance was estimated based on the following rationale. If the particle size is imagined to increase such that the particles are in contact (the interparticle distance is zero), we assume that the particles reach the maximum packing density (74 vol % for hard spheres). We can then estimate that the size of the particles with close packing is approximately 597 nm [
(0.74 / 0.589) times the particle size. Therefore, the interparticle distance at rest for a 69 wt % suspension is estimated to be approximately 50 nm. Since from movie 2, almost no fluidlike behavior can be observed, it is reasonable to deduce that the deformation of the suspension under impact is mainly caused by squeezing the solvent out between particles.
Similarly,
is the time for the intense force peak in Fig. 4 curves] for the 69 wt % suspension was plotted, as shown in Fig. 5(a) . Unlike the 65.5 wt % suspension, the impact behavior of the 69 wt % suspension cannot be described by a single Fig. 1(a) ]. This implies that the suspension is directly transformed into a shear thickening state after the impact was initiated, which is consistent with the observation that almost no fluidlike behavior can be observed in the supplemental movie 2 [21] . Figure 5 (a) also shows that the curves exhibit a similar trend, although a higher impact speed leads to a higher magnitude of Because the silica/EG suspension is a nonaqueous colloidal suspension, the electrostatic repulsive force should be very weak and cannot be responsible for the large deceleration force on the impactor [27] .
It was recently reported that frictional interaction between particles could play an important role in inducing shear thickening in concentrated suspensions [14] . However, because the particle size of the silica is smaller than 1 μm, the frictional force should not be effective in our study [28] .
A possible resistive force causing the deceleration is the hydrodynamic force when the particles are pushed together, resulting in significant energy dissipation.
Based on the hydrodynamic force, a simple model is proposed to explain the origin of the deceleration force. At the beginning of the impact test, the concentrated suspension can be simplified into a line of nanoparticles of uniform interparticle distance, as shown in Fig. 6 . If no boundary exists, the suspension will move with the impactor after the impact starts. With the boundary, the particle close to the boundary ("first particle") will be stopped (Fig. 6 ), resulting in a relative movement between this particle and its higher neighbor ("second particle"). The hydrodynamic lubrication force for the head-on collision of two particles can be expressed as ( )
where rel v is the relative velocity between two particles of diameter a and interparticle spacing δ [15] . For the 69 wt % suspension, in which the interparticle distance is less than one tenth of the particle diameter, Eq. (3) can be rewritten as ( )
When the impact test starts, the velocity of the first particle can be assumed to be zero, and the velocity of the second particle can be the same as the velocity of the impactor. Alternatively, the same conclusion can be reached based on the snowplow model [15] . F should be proportional to the hydrodynamic force F hydrof of the particles at the solidification front. According to ref. [15] , rel v ∝ the velocity of the impactor.
Therefore, F is also proportional to ( ) / x t δ & based on the snowplow model. 
where max D is the maximum displacement from the experiments, which was estimated by assuming the interparticle distance at rest is 50 nm and is zero when max D is measured.
As shown in Fig short-range repulsive force from the surface layer of the SiO 2 particle may take effect, which possibility we will discuss next.
With respect to the above discussion, it should be stressed that although nonuniform particle size and the setting of maximum and zero interparticle distance may affect the shape of the collapse into one curve regardless of how we set the interparticle distance at rest. In this work, the polydispersity of the silica particles is small (< 10%) and is not a factor that has an important effect on our experimental results. When ( ) t δ is calculated, the interparticle distance is assumed to be zero at the end of the impact test, which is a reasonable simplification for manipulation of the data, although in reality the distance is not necessarily zero. The impact tests on the 69 wt % suspensions suggest the penetration of the impactor is close to 1/10 of the suspension depth. This means the interparticle distance is close to zero, or much smaller than the ∼50 nm interparticle distance at the beginning of the impact test, and setting its value to zero does not significantly affect the discussion and conclusion related to Fig. 5(b) .
Strong evidence has shown that the deceleration force on the impactor originates from the interparticle hydrodynamic force. Based on this simple hydrodynamic model, the magnitude of the deceleration force in the impact test of the 69 wt % suspension can be further estimated. The force experienced by the impactor should mainly come from the hydrodynamic force
( 1) hydro n F − of the particles just under the impactor (Fig.   6 ). We cannot derive an exact expression for
, as we discussed above, 1 hydro F is used to estimate the order of the magnitude of the deceleration force F on the impactor. During the impact test, the number of the particles under the impactor can be estimated as
where R is the radius of the impactor (one inch). Therefore, the deceleration force F can be estimated as
Substituting Eq. (4) into Eq. (7), we obtain
where V is the volume of the suspensions under the impactor, R=2.54 cm, μ=0.016
Pa.s, and l 0 ∼30 mm. The exact strain rate and interparticle distance during the impact tests are not available, but from Fig. 5(a) , if the initial impact speed is 1.03 m s -1 , the maximum strain rate is approximately 50 s -1 . We use this strain rate to estimate the order of magnitude of the deceleration force. If the interparticle distance is 50 nm, F can be estimated as approximately 1100 N and if the interparticle distance is 5 nm, F is approximately 11000 N. The maximum impact force we observed is approximately 4000 N in Fig. 4(a) . Consequently, based on the hydrodynamic force, the order of magnitude of the deceleration force measured on the impactor is consistent with the experimental results.
We propose that the large deceleration force on the impactor originates from the interparticle hydrodynamic force, but the possible effects of the relative movement between particles under impact on the concentration distribution of the suspension are not clear. A study has shown that the impact force is anisotropic, evidenced by the focused force transmission under impact, and it is possible that the particles become closer in the impact direction and further apart in the in-plane direction [5] . As a result, the suspension remains homogeneous, but not isotropic during the impact. On the other hand, a stress-induced variation in the concentration of concentrated suspensions has been proposed or observed in various studies [2, 9, 15, 29] . It is therefore possible that under impact, the concentration of the suspension below the impactor increases due to the relative movement of the particles and accordingly, the concentration around the impactor could decrease. The rearrangement or movement of the particles in the suspension can be achieved by overcoming interparticle forces, such as the stochastic force for Brownian motion and hydrodynamic force [2] .
Notably, these mechanism for particle rearrangement do not require overcoming Darcy pressure, as would be required if the suspension were simply treated as a porous medium. Indeed, it can be demonstrated that the Darcy flow would be negligible for this system, even under the maximum observed impact pressure (∼2 MPa), since the permeability k p , estimated using the Kozeny-Carman relation
where φ is the volume fraction of the suspension, and a is the particle size, is very small (of the order 10 -14 -10 -15 m 2 ) for a particle size of ∼550 nm and a suspension volume fraction between 0.55 and 0.74 [30, 31] .
C. The elasticity of the suspension
Supplemental movie 2 shows that the 69 wt % suspension exhibits a significant rebound, which is one of the few pieces of evidence that directly demonstrates the ability of dense suspensions to store the energy elastically [21] . The hydrodynamic force can only dissipate the impact energy. Therefore, there must be a certain kind of repulsive force that can restore the suspension after impact. In our recent study, we provided strong evidence for the existence of a substantial amount of hydroxyl groups on the surface of silica particles [19, 32] . A solvation layer, which is formed by adsorbing a polar solvent, such as EG, through hydrogen bonding with the hydroxyl groups, could be the source of repulsive interparticle interaction [19, 29, [33] [34] [35] . We therefore postulate that the observed elasticity might be related to the solvation layer on the particle surface. Although in our study, the magnitude of the pressure and the effective distance across which the solvation layer can act is unknown, studies on water solvation layers have shown that solvation layers can produce very high pressures, up to 100 atm, and affect the particles at a distance of several nanometers [33] [34] [35] . During the impact tests, this short-range repulsive interaction could become more effective at resisting the mutual approach of the particles in small δ, which may cause larger ( ) / F x t & values than the fitted values shown in Fig. 5(b) . At the end of the impact test, the elastic energy arising from this repulsive interaction may be released, causing significant rebound of the impactor.
Another possible mechanism for the rebound is elastic deformation of the particles when they are squeezed by the hydrodynamic force, or of the metal base on which the container sits, or of the plastic container [36] . However, an estimation of the stored energy due to the elastic deformation of the silica particles, metal base, or plastic container suggests that the contribution should be very minor if this mechanism is present. For the test with an initial impact speed of 1.03 m s -1 (Fig. 4(a) Similarly, the elastic energy from the plastic container or the metal base was estimated, from which it is evident that this cannot be responsible for the observed rebound either. Consequently, the rebound should mainly originate from the elasticity of the suspensions. This conclusion is further supported by the observation that when a bag of the concentrated silica/EG suspension on the ground was hit by a hammer, a significant rebound of the hammer was observed, but when the ground was hit directly with the hammer, no obvious rebound was observed.
D. Further remarks on the sample size
In this work, we provided strong evidence that impact induced solidlike behavior correlates with shear thickening behavior. Prior studies showing impact induced solidlike behavior of suspensions were performed on shear thickening fluids [5, 6] , implying that the two phenomena may share a general mechanism. Similar to shear thickening, this work has shown that one controlling factor to induce solidlike behavior under impact is the strain rate, a parameter that is related to the size (depth) of the sample. In ref. [15] , a large amount of cornstarch/water suspension was used with the intention of avoiding the effect of the size or boundary on the impact results.
While the rheological properties of the specific cornstarch/water suspension used in that study are not known, cornstarch/water suspensions normally become shear thickening at a low shear rate (typically below 10 s -1
) [38] , implying that, even with a large sample size, this boundary effect may be present. On the other hand, the silica/EG suspensions in the present work become shear thickening at a much higher shear rate (around or above 100 s -1 ), and we can observe phenomena similar to those in ref. [15] using a smaller amount of the suspension. In the 65.5 wt % suspensions, we observed two force peaks, as also observed in ref. [15] . Another advantage of using a small sample size in the impact test is that the 69 wt % suspension can be directly converted into a true solid state upon impact, which provided us an opportunity to study the mechanisms of the observed deceleration force by minimizing the flow of the suspensions.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
Impact tests were performed on concentrated silica/ethylene glycol suspensions, and an impact induced solidlike behavior was observed. By analyzing the deceleration force, velocity and displacement of the impactor, we provided strong evidence that impact induced solidlike behavior and shear thickening of the suspensions are correlated, and that the observed large deceleration force and significant energy dissipation during the impact test originate from the interparticle hydrodynamic force in the suspensions. Concentrated suspensions also exhibited impact induced elasticity, manifested by significant rebounding of the impactor. We propose that this elasticity originates from an interparticle repulsive force which arises from the solvation layer on the surface of the silica particles. 
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